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EXCIT ING
SPECIALS

This season, please support small
businesses. As a thank you, some of our
friends are offering you exciting specials.

MERRY HOME
GIFT  GUIDE

Kids rooms, adult spaces, outdoors & X-mas
trees -  check out our great gift & styling

inspirations for you and the family.

GIFT GUIDE
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The year that has been...
I am a positive person. While we all have our ups and downs,

I generally pick myself up quickly and get on with it.
 

However, these last 12 months have almost brought me to my knees. So many times I
thought that this chapter had come to an end. I have no idea how many days I cried,
how many nights I spent worrying about when the next shipment would come in, and
how we would be able to keep serving our loyal customers. Every day I felt like I failed

the business, I failed you and I failed my family. It was a nightmare!
 

But then I did what I do best. I drew a line in the sand, I got help and we turned this
mess around! Hunter + Nomad would not have survived if it wasn't for you! You stuck

with us as we manoeuvred this storm. You and our artisans are the reason we do what
we do, and thanks to you we are still going!

 
In the past six months, our team has grown and we are working on some incredibly
beautiful new items and a whole new product range that is going to be AMAZING! I
cannot wait to share the 'new' Hunter + Nomad experience with you. But while we

evolve our main goal will remain unchanged: being there for you with guidance and
inspiration as you create the family home of your dreams ♡.

 
From all of us and our families here at Hunter + Nomad HQ,

have a wonderful holiday period, enjoy the outdoors, stay healthy and happy.
 

Lots of love, Annemarie xox
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LET THEM BE KIDS:
AS CREATIVE, CRAZY &

CUDDLY AS THEY MAY BE.



SHELL CUSHION
various colours, $69

Vintage Cool

Particularly in small rooms, stick with light
colours and multi-functional pieces. This way
you avoid the room looking crowded. Create

highlights with vintage pieces, wall paint,
wallpaper or these amazing Arched Wall

Decals by Minnie Me Interiors (from $70).
Check out the functional and space-friendly
beauty of the Rotating Bookshelf by Bunny

Tickles ($520, PRE-ORDER), too.

ROUND COTTON RUG
various colours, $309

STORAGE STOOL
PRE-ORDER, $249

BENI M’RIRT RUG
MOROCCAN HUES
150x100 cm, $899
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Use the code                      to receive a 10% discount on our friends' websites.HNXMAS



How fun is this unisex jungle
bedroom room? Visual highlights are
definitely the Rebel Walls wallpaper

(Mischivious Tigers, $59.20/m2) and
the Poppy's Little Treasures

Delilah Rattan Bed (from $999,
PRE-ORDER). Also, check out the cool
collapsible crates by Ay-Kasa under
the bed. Mama's dream come true!

NEW!! MUSTARD OTTOMAN
available in two sizes,
PRE-ORDER from $169

LOCKER  UNIT
available in many colours & sizes,
by Mustard Made, from $229

SHELL CUSHION
various colours, $69
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GIRAFFE LAMP by
Jiggle & Giggle via Luxe

Bedding, $59.96Wild Animal

Use the code                      to receive a 10% discount on our friends' websites.HNXMAS



IMPROVED!!
WOODEN WARDROBE & CHEST
OF DRAWERS/CHANGE TABLE
available in natural, white, pink &

pale mint, PRE-ORDER from $1,499

When you spend so many hours in a
room, day and night, it has to be a

space that calms you and makes you
feel as loved and cosy as your baby.
Ideally, your baby's nursery furniture

and items grow with your bub. Imagine
how nice it'll be when you hand it down

to the next generation one day.
 

Check out the    
transforming Ziggy Cot    

by Sacred Bundle    
(PRE-ORDER from $1,499).    

 

ANIMAL
MIRROR

$109

NEW!! PEACH BLUSH &
BREEZE CUSHION COVER,

PRE-ORDER $69
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Use the code                      to receive a 10% discount on our friends' websites.HNXMAS



Time to
Rejoice

MOROCCAN FLOOR CUSHION COVERS
vintage, one-off pieces, 60 x60 x 20 cm, $259

ROUND OTTOMAN
various colours, from $149

RATTAN SWING CHAIR
white or natural, PRE-ORDER from $599
stand available from $199

SUMMER IS ALMOST HERE!
CHECK OUT SOME AMAZING
OUTDOOR SPACES & IDEAS
FOR THE SEASON 2021/22.
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ANIMAL MIRRORS, $109

RATTAN SWING CHAIR
white or natural, PRE-ORDER from $599,

stand available from $199

Summer is finally here! Time to head
outside, hose the porch and start
soaking up the lovely sun! Fire pits
are still very much on-trend as are
private outdoor movie nights. Just

grab a sheet and invest in a short-
throw projector (lovely present
for him!) and your are good to go!
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Place your bread baking tin in the freezer. Fill both your pots with water and bring
the water in one of them to a light simmer.

 
In the bowl, beat the egg yolks together with the sugar, vanillin sugar, and apple
juice. Place the bowl into the hot water and continue beating the mixture until it
thickens and turns white. Make sure that the water is not boiling as you'll risk the
eggs splitting. Once the mixture has thickened, place the bowl into the pot with

cold water and beat until it has cooled down.
 

Break the Speculaas into small pieces and gently fold them into the mix. Whip the
cream until stiff and fold in, too. Take the tin out of the freezer, line it with cling

wrap and pour in the mixture. Leave in the freezer for at least 12 hours.
 

Before serving, briefly run hot water over the bottom of the tin, then tip
the parfait onto a serving plate. Garnish with spiced plum compote,

white chocolate flakes or fresh fruit. 
 

The above recipe is a kid-friendly version of the Dutch original. Check out
zoetenverleidelijk.blogspot.com for the adult version

(you will possibly need Google Translate, too).

Ingredients & Utensils
1.5l loaf tin (around 21x13 cm)

Bowl to use as a bain-marie
Two pots with water

Hand and/or electric whisk
 

20 min preparation, 12h freezing time

150 g Speculaas Cookies (Woolworths)
4 egg yolks
100 g sugar
50 g vanillin sugar
100 ml apple juice
400 g whipping cream
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The taste of
Christmas

OUR NORTHERN
EUROPEAN TEAM SHARES
ONE OF THEIR FAVOURITE

X-MAS TREATS.

Speculass Parfait



WHILE OUR KIDS ARE THE MOST
IMPORTANT THING IN THE
WORLD, LET'S FOCUS ON

OURSELVES JUST FOR A MINUTE.



Hunter + Nomad is not just a kids brand. Our versatile,
timeless pieces can transform any space into a cozy

retreat. And sometimes that might be very much away
from those children with their messy hands.
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COTTON OTTOMAN
various colours, from $149

SHELL CUSHION
various colours, $69

ROUND COTTON
TASSEL RUG, $150

LARGE
PEACOCK
MIRROR

$179

ROUND COTTON RUG
various colours, $309



NEW!! REVERSE COLOUR OTTOMANS
available in two sizes, PRE-ORDER from $169

Eclectic & Grown Up

If you feel the need for some
oomph and colour, we stock a

limited edition of Moroccan rugs
and have made our reverse

colour ottoman range live online!

DIAMOND DOT RUGDIAMOND DOT RUG
available in three colours & sizes, from $499available in three colours & sizes, from $499

IMPROVED!! WOODEN
BEDSIDE TABLE
available in natural,
white, pink & pale mint,
PRE-ORDER $399

COTTON DOT RUG
available in three

colours & sizes,
from $499

LARGE MIRRORS
from $139 25



WHAT KIND OF DECORATOR ARE YOU?
COASTAL, CLASSIC, WHITE OR RAINBOW?

CHECK OUT THE CHRISTMAS TREES OF SOME
OF OUR FAVOURITE INSTAGRAMMERS.
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WALL BASKETS
set of two or four,

from $179

ROUND OTTOMAN
various colours, from $149

ROUND COTTON RUG
various colours, $309

How beautiful are the trees of
Amber (@my.little.cutie.pies)

and Kirsten (@houseoferamiha)?
It's a clever mix of white Christmas,
American lushness and Australian

coastal feel. Amazing ladies!!



NEW!! RUST OTTOMAN
available in two sizes,
PRE-ORDER from $169

MOON MIRROR, $139

Classic & Classy

Maybe the days are gone of buying one or
two new special baubles each year, but

the beauty of a classically style Christmas
tree remains! We love your work, Sarah

(@sarah.pickersgill.brown)!

STAR MIRROR
from $109



HUNTER + NOMAD
1631 Wynnum Road, Tingalpa QLD 4173

hunterandnomad.com


